UNH - VLACS for High School Credit Option

UNH has partnered with Virtual Learning Academy Charter School to allow high school students to earn credit in conjunction with their participation in this UNH Program. To earn credit, students will complete the UNH Program and then, with the help of a VLACS instructor, complete their VLACS work, which includes exploring career options and demonstrating an understanding of the importance of professional skills and behaviors in the workplace environment.

Do you want to earn credit while doing your UNH Program?

Here's how it works:

1. You will register for the UNH Program and enroll in VLACS Micro Internship.
2. You will do your learning through participating and completing both the UNH Program and the competencies within the VLACS Micro Internship Offering.
3. You will receive a VLACS transcript showing competencies completed and credit earned as well as a digital badge to acknowledge your achievement.

How much does this cost?

- For NH residents that are still in high school, it is free.
- For out-of-NH state residents, the cost is $251.50 per quarter credit.

What are my next steps?

1. Go to the VLACS learning catalog and view the micro-internship course offering to view course description.
2. Check with your school to confirm that the VLACS credit will be accepted. VLACS is an approved diploma-granting NH public school and works with all high schools in the state.
3. Go to vlacs.org, create an account, and enroll in the Micro-Internship offering.
4. Email Lisa Kent at LKent@vlacs.org with any questions.